Getting Unstuck” Coaching for Organizational Leaders and Entrepreneurs
What is it? What are its benefits?
An Exploration Dialogue

You

Oh shit! Things were
going well and now
they’re so “stuck”!
I just don’t have time to
deal with this. There are
too many other things
going on right now.

Me

I know what you mean. Been there, felt that. I’ve been at
the same place as you.

I know, it feels overwhelming. Every thing is crying out
for attention. Where do you put your energy? Where do
you get the most pay back …not only for you, but for the
people counting on you too.
But let’s chat about this, and get you ‘unstuck’!

How can you help me?
Why you?
How do I know talking with
you will be worth my
while?

Like I said, I have been there, done that, for the groups I
led and for other folks who were clients.
Talking with someone was the key to seeing past what I
saw as the roadblocks.

Who are you?
How can I find out more

We found ‘new how to ways’ of getting past being stuck,
without giving up important objectives’.
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You
about you?

How can you help me?

Me
I am pretty much an open book on the Internet. Just drop
“Roelf Woldring” in an Internet search engine and follow
the links.

Well, I’m not sure. I have helped others do this in the
past, but every situation is different.
How about we just start talking?
That will give us both a chance to see if we like what the
other has to say and if there’s chemistry.
Let’s connect on Zoom.

Anything I should do to
prepare?

Let’s chat, each with an open mind.
My job is to listen and clarify ways in which we can get
the situation unstuck.
Yours is to be open about the situation.
I will not share what we discuss with anyone else.

Click on the button to
book a Zoom discovery
meeting
- choose ‘Moving
Beyond “I am Stuck’
from the list of services
and follow the steps

Our joint objective will be to see if we can get past this
‘feeling’ of being stuck, moving to action which gets you
past it.

